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A green rim-riding stow-away
This lizard is riding inside the tractor's rim, the part that connects the tire to the axle.

A angelic young bovine
A bovine is another name for a cow. This one has angel-like wings!

A flightless African fowl
Ostriches cannot fly because their body is too big for their wings. Creatures cannot fly because their body is too heavy.

A floating frozen dessert
Although they look like clouds, these scoops of ice cream are flying high.

A terrible lizard king
This is what the name tyrannosaurus rex means.

A eight-armed creature of the sea
"Octo" means "eight"; the number of arms an octopus has. Though they may seem like legs, they are classified as arms!

The Jamaican flag
This X-shaped design belongs to Jamaica.

A colorful implement
An implement is a tool. Tractors pull disks, planters, sprayers and wagons, but not crayons!

"Tell me the word"
This word means "transformative".

A hard candy on a stick
Another yummy treat, another use for corn. Corn sugar can be found in lots of candies.

A oinked-up, cold-loving, dressed-up bird
Penguins are found in the Antarctic, not on a South Dakota farm! Their unique coloring makes them look like they are wearing a tuxedo!

A wagon's caster
A caster is another name for a wheel.

A mixed-up, cold-loving, dressed-up bird
Inappropriate Irish head wear
A leprechaun is a type of fairy in Irish folklore. It is not commonly worn by a farmer!

A wagon's caster
A wagon is another name for a wheel.

A mixed-up, cold-loving, dressed-up bird
The American flag
A x-shaped design of a country.

A oinked-up, cold-loving, dressed-up bird
A blueberry pie is an example of an identity crisis. Some farmers prefer red tractors, some green, but they all agree that the two do not mix!

A mounted mount
A mount is any animal that can be ridden. Bulls may be ridden in a rodeo, but not for long.
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